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C. As Saved in Workspace - will match the default setting of the workspace
D. Custom icons directory - a set of your own icons, created by your organization

Answer: D

QUESTION: 26
You can specify where Automated Text Chart looks for documents to mark up. Which
types of watch locations can you set up?

A. Folders or documents
B. RSS feeds or monitoring content on the internet such as blogs and news
C. Analyst's Notebook charts
D. iBase databases
E. A and B above

Answer: E

QUESTION: 27
You can use a variety of search options with all three search modes. Which of the
following is not an available search option?

A. You can search for synonyms and aliases
B. You can search for words that are spelled similarly
C. You can search for similar sounding words
D. You can search for language translations (eg. French word translated to Englsh word)
E. You can specify a word distance to use with a fuzzy search.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 28
When processing large documents (for example over 1,000,000 characters of HTML),
document processing and automatic mark up can take a long time to complete. Automatic
mark up may only be partially completed since the process will automatically timeout
after approximately.

A. 15 minutes

B. 30 minutes
C. 45 minutes
D. 60 minutes

Answer: A

QUESTION: 29
When setting general Chart options - Using the Chart page of the Options dialog, which of
the following is not set via the chart page options dialog?

A. Turn on automatic searching options
B. Turn off animated zoom effects
C. Enable time of day
D. Show or hide the chart legend

Answer: C

QUESTION: 30
Which is correct? At version 8.9, the IBM Text Chart product.

A. Supports dongle authorization
B. Supports software license management (SLM) authorization
C. Both A and B
D. No longer supports or requires authorization mechanisms

Answer: D
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